


 



 



(a)EDUNTTS 
(b)DENSTTU 
(c)UNEDTTS 
(d)DESNTTU 

Q11.In a certain language, MASTER is written as 

AEMRST,and  PRICE is written as CEIPR, then how 
is STUDENT  written in same language?  



 



(a)UTTSNED 
(b)DENSTTU 
(c)UNEDTTS 
(d)UTTDENS 

Q12.In a certain language, BENQ is written as 

QNEB,and  PRICES is written as SRPICE, then how 
is STUDENT  written in same language?  



(a)HERBS 
(b)HORSE 
(c)HOESR 
(d)HORTF 

Q13.In a code language, TIGER is written as SUHJFHDFQS. 
How will GINPQSRTDF be written in that language? 



 



(a)OHEVN 
(b)OHEVM 
(c)HOEVM 
(d)EOHVM 

Q14. In a code language , PAINTER is written as SCLPWGU. 
What is the code for the word WRITER? 



(a) OHEMV  
(b) HOEMV 
(c)OHEVM 
(d) OEHVM 

Q15.In a certain language, CALKS is written as 

COPZN ,and then how is BMEZO  written in same 
language?  



 



(a) DEFHEIJ  
(b) EFDHEIJ 
(c) DEFHEIJ 
(d) DFEHEIJ 

Q16.In a certain language, SOLVENT is written as 

JFCDEEB ,and then how is MONZERS  written in 
same language?  



(a) DEIGH  
(b) DEIHE 
(c) DEIEH 
(d) IDEHE 

Q17.In a certain language, WONGR is written as 

FEDGH ,and then how is NOSRE  written in same 
language?  



 



(a) HBGBCD  
(b) BHGCBD 
(c) HBGDBC 
(d) HBGBDC 

Q18.In a certain language, ZOFRAS is written as 

HAGDDF ,and then how is MONSTR  written in same 
language?  



(a) WWKNN  
(b) WWNNK 
(c) WWNNK 
(d) MWNNK 

Q19.In a certain language, UNION is written as 

PLISO ,and then how is PMKVY  written in same 
language?  



 



(a)LJKFNUT 
(b)FLKNULT 
(c)LKDUNLT 
(d)LJFLUNT 

Q20.In a certain language, SOVIOUT is written as 

FUDRULK,and  MESDOCK is written as NLFGUET, 
then how is SETMOUK  written in same language?  



(a) JOMR  
(b) JOUR 
(c) JOIL 
(d) JOUL 

Q21.In a certain language, TIGER is written as ROEIP 
,and then how is LION  written in same language?  



 



(a) ZQHYT  
(b) QZHYT 
(c) ARIZU 
(d) HYTQJ 

Q22.In a certain language, MINOR is written as 

MQLKH ,and then how is ZIRAF  written in same 
language?  


